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Abstract

Every four years Albania is confronted with several social issues which demand real and immediate 
solutions. These issues are often confronted with political implications offering no benefit for the 
civil society in general, or any of its levels, given the fact that all Albanian citizens are part of it in 
different levels. The main level affected by these social issues is the poor, women, unemployed, the 
youth and retired people. Albania is classified as the poorest country in the Balkan Peninsula and 
overcoming the social challenge of life quality in all social levels is the main challenge. During the 
last 10 years, the Albanian Governments has undertaken several reforms to meet all the criteria for 
the European integration. One of the most important criteria is the economical reform affecting 
the unemployment and the decrease of poverty, as these problems affect a considerable number of 
families, and in the same time they affect education and health service, two other rings of the social 
chains that are very important. Becoming a NATO member gave Albania a great encouragement 
to face the next challenges of the international arena and in this sense the Albanian Government is 
aware that being part of such an important organization would require availability and involvement 
of human resources and financial responsibilities, which would be a further burden for the budget. 
Therefore, it is important to create a suitable ground to implement these fundamental projects 
for the society. This is another challenge for the Albanian people with requires responsibility and 
sacrifice to meet the so much hoped ideals of democracy and solidarity, which establish peace, 
stability and prosperity for our country.
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